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Analysis
By using the RANS boundary layer equations, it will be shown that the outer part o
adverse pressure gradient turbulent boundary layer tends to remain in equilibrium s
larity, even near and past separation. Such boundary layers are characterized by a s
and constant pressure gradient parameter,L, and its value appears to be the same for a
adverse pressure gradient flows, including those with eventual separation. Also it ap
from the experimental data that the pressure gradient parameter,Lu , is also approxi-
mately constant and given byLu50.2160.01. Using this and the integral momentu
boundary layer equation, it is possible to show that the shape factor at separation
has to within the experimental uncertainty a single value: Hsep>2.7660.23. Further-
more, the conditions for equilibrium similarity and the value of Hsep are shown to be in
reasonable agreement with a variety of experimental estimates, as well as the predi
from some other investigators.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1758262#
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1 Introduction
Turbulent boundary layer separation is a very important are

research, particularly in the design of airfoils, diffusers and so
The strongest possible adverse pressure gradient is maintain
that airfoils can achieve maximum lift or a diffusers can obta
maximum pressure recovery. If separation occurs, howeve
causes many new complications. For example, separation red
the lift of an airfoil, and it will also increase the required size o
diffuser. Separation in a turbulent boundary layer is very comp
and it happens as a process instead of a single event as i
laminar case, Simpson et al.@1,2# and Kline et al.@3# etc. In the
1980s the extensive work of Simpson@2,4# led to new insight and
definitions for separation in the turbulent boundary layer. Some
the most relevant definitions are:

• Incipient Detachment~ID!: the reverse flow occurs occasional
about 1% of the time.

• Intermittent Transitory Detachment~ITD!: the reverse flow oc-
curs about 20% of the time.

• Transitory Detachment~TD!: the instantaneous back flow oc
curs 50% of the time.

• Detachment~D!: it occurs when the time averaged wall she
stress is zero.

Recent experimental data@2,5,6# suggests that the location whe
the instantaneous back flow coefficient is about 50% correspo
to the position where the average skin friction is zero.

Many researchers have tried to investigate this process, to c
acterize separation, and to predict the detachment position.
classic log-law for the velocity profile does not work for the sep
ration flow since the velocity scaling,ut , is zero at the separatio
position, Driver@7# and Schofield@8#. In the 1950s, Stratford@9#
introduced an empirical criterion based on the pressure coeffic
to predict the point of separation. He further argued that the in
~or near wall! velocity profiles should be scaled using:

Usep5
n

r

dP`

dx
(1)

and the inner length scaled using
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dP`

dx
(2)

instead of the usual Prantdl variables,u* andn/u* . These scal-
ings are known as the ‘‘Stratford variables,’’ and clearly are n
essary because of the vanishing of the shear stress at sepa
~cf., Tennekes and Lumley 1972@10# or from more recent per-
spectives, George and Castillo 1993@11#, Skote and Henningson
@12#.! These near wall results are not of interest in this pa
which focuses on the outer boundary layer and its implications
separation.

In the 1960s and 1970s Kline and his co-investigators es
lished correlation parameters for separation in terms of the sh
factor,H, and the ratio of displacement thickness to the bound
layer thickness,d* /d. In particular, Sandborn and Kline@13# sug-
gested that the shape factor at separation was given by,

H511
1

12d* /d
, (3)

whered* /d must be determined at the point of separation. Th
further showed that the shape factor is 2.7 at the Intermitt
Transitory Detachment~ITD! position. In subsequent work, Kline
Bardina and Strawn@3# developed a one parameter model a
concluded that the shape factor was given byH52.7 at the ITD
position andH54.0 at the separation position.

There are a number of other empirical separation criteria wh
have been proposed. Sajben and Liao@14# assumed that detach
ment occurs where the normalized specific momentum de
reaches a maximum as a function of the shape factor; they fo
a value of the shape factor of 2.7 for ITD turbulent bounda
layer. Cebeci and Bradshaw@15# have reported that separatio
takes place when the values ofH fall in the range of 1.8<Hsep
<2.4. By contrast, Senoo and Nishi@16# proposed that:

Hsep51.817.5
d*
WU

sep

(4)

for flow in diffusers, whereW is the passage width at the point o
separation, andd* is determined at the point of separation as we
A similar empirical form, which shows a linear relationship b
tweenH andxw , can be found in the experiment carried out b
Dengel and Fernholz@5# ~and more recently by Gustavsson@17#!
as:
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H'2.211.4xw , (5)

wherexw is the back flow coefficient and its value is between 0.
and 0.70 for this experiment. Meanwhile, Dengel and Fernholz@5#
showed that the shape factorH is 2.8560.1% at xw550%
where the boundary layer is presumed to separate whent̄w50
~detachment!.

Schofield @8# proposed a separation criterion based on
Schofield-Perry analysis@18#, and found a shape factor of 3.3
the separation position. His results, however, were partially ba
on the measurements by Simpson and his collaborators@1,2#
which misidentified the location of transitory detachment, at le
according to Dengel and Fernholz@5#. Alving and Fernholz@6#
made similar measurements as Dengel and Fernholz@5# for the
asymmetric boundary layer with separation. Their results are c
sistent with each other, yielding shape factors of 2.8560.1 and
2.76 for Dengel and Fernholz@5# and Alving and Fernholz@6#,
respectively.

The entire question of where separation occurs experimen
is considerably complicated by the fact that the skin friction
very hard to determine within the boundary layer, and even wo
when the shear stress is near zero. The hot-wire anemomete
been the classical tool to measure the velocity profile, but
directional insensitivity limits its application in separating flow
for it cannot measure the back-flow velocity accurately. In the p
two decades, the advent of new and more precise measuring
niques allowed many investigators to obtain a new understan
of the problem in a physical way. Simpson@1,2# used the direc-
tionally sensitive laser anemometer to measure the instantan
flow direction near the separation region. Dengel and Fernholz@5#
and Alving and Fernholz@6# presented pulsed-wire measureme
for the separated region and downstream of reattachment re
The PIV has also begun to be applied to separation studies~e.g.,
Angele and Muhamad-Klingman@19#!. Even so, there are
still many questions~especially theoretical! that remain to be
answered.

The primary goal of this paper is to describe how some rec
theoretical advancements in the understanding of turbulent bo
ary layers lead to a simple separation criterion which is in reas
able agreement with measurements, as well as the results
some other investigators. The detached separation of the st
flow is the main focus in this investigation~cf. Simpson’s defini-
tions @2,4,20#!. Attention will be given to only the 2-D stead
turbulent boundary layer in which the flow is not affected by t
turbulence intensity of the free stream. Surface curvature
roughness are also presumed not present in the problem. In b
the separation is presumed to be caused by the strong ad
pressure gradient alone.

The equilibrium similarity analysis of Castillo and George@21#
for the pressure gradient boundary layers will be applied to
outer part of adverse pressure gradient boundary layers upstr
of and up to separation. These results will then be combined w
the integral momentum boundary layer equation to obtain a s
ration criterion. This separation criterion surprisingly appears
be both quite simple and universal.

2 Review of the CastilloÕGeorge Analysis
Castillo and George@21# have set forth in detail the case fo

considering the outer part of most turbulent boundary layers to
equilibrium similarity boundary layers.1 Surprisingly, the experi-
mental data suggest that only three values of the pressure gra
similarity parameter,L ~defined below!, appear to describe all o
the flows considered—one each for zero pressure gradient~ZPG!,

1The term ‘equilibrium similarity’ should not be confused with the ‘equilibrium
boundary layer of Clauser. The Clauser analysis has much more restrictive cr
and is based on approximate equations truncated at first order inut /U` , whereas the
Castillo/George analysis is valid to third order.
298 Õ Vol. 126, MAY 2004
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adverse pressure gradient~APG! and favorable pressure gradie
~FPG!. In this paper only the adverse pressure gradient results
be considered.

For a 2-D, incompressible boundary layer that is statistica
steady in the mean the boundary layer equation for theouterflow
~valid for y/d.0.1 typically! reduces to:

U
]U

]x
1V

]U

]y
52

1

r

dP`

dx
1

]

]y
@2^uv&#1

]

]x
@^v2&2^u2&#,

(6)

whereU→U` , ^uv&→0 asy→`, ^u2& and^v2&→0 asy→` as
well. This equation, together with the continuity equation, d
scribes the flow exactly in the limit of infinite Reynolds number
long asy.100n/u* or y1.100 typically. It is important to note
that after flow separates, the boundary layer thickness may g
drastically, and the boundary layer simplifications are not accu
any longer. Note that the normal stresses components^u2&,^v2&
have been retained because in APG flows, particularly those
proaching separation, their contributions are about 30%~Simpson
et al. @4#, Dengel and Ferholz@5#, Alving and Fernholz@6#, Els-
berry et al.@22#!. The component Reynolds stress equations m
also be included in the analysis, but have not been written h
since they are the same as for the zero-pressure gradient bou
layer and have been considered in detail elsewhere~cf. George
and Castillo 1997@23#!.

The outer scales of the turbulent boundary layer equations m
be determined from an equilibrium similarity analysis of the go
erning equations and boundary conditions, and can not be ch
a priori. George and Castillo@23# applied this concept to the oute
boundary layer equations for the ZPG flow, and determined
the mean velocity and Reynolds shear stress scale withU` and
U`

2 dd/dx, respectively. Unlike the Reynolds shear stresses,
Reynolds normal stresses scale withU`

2 . Castillo and George@21#
extended this similarity analysis to include pressure grad
boundary layers. Their approach and results can be summariz
follows:

Similarity Solution Profiles. The basic assumption is that
is possible to express any dependent variable, in this case
outer deficit velocity,U2U` , the outer Reynolds shear stres
^uv&, and the outer Reynolds normal stresses,^u2&, ^v2& as a
product of two functions; i.e.,

U2U`5Uso~x! f op~ ȳ,d1;L;* !; (7)

2^uv&5Rso~x!r op~ ȳ,d1;L;* !; (8)

^v2&2^u2&5Rno~x!r opn~ ȳ,d1;L;* !; (9)

whereUso , Rso , Rno are the outer velocity scale, the outer Re
nolds shear stress scale, and the Reynolds normal stress d
ence, all of which depend only onx. Note that all of thesemustbe
determined from the boundary layer and Reynolds stress e
tions together with the appropriate boundary conditions. The
guments inside the similarity functions (f op , r op , andr opn) rep-
resent the outer similarity coordinate,ȳ5y/d99, the local
Reynolds number dependence,d15du* /n, the pressure gradien
parameter,L, and any possible dependence on the upstre
conditions,* , respectively.

Asymptotic Invariance Principle: AIP. This principle can
be simply stated as follows: since in the limit as the Re→` the
outer boundary layer equations become independent of the l
Reynolds number, therefore any solution to them must also
come asymptotically independent ofd1. Thus, in this limit, Eq.
~7!–Eq. ~9! must become independent of local Reynolds numb
i.e.,

f op~ ȳ,d1;L;* !→ f op`~ ȳ,L,* !; (10)

r op~ ȳ,d1;L;* !→r op`~ ȳ,L,* !; (11)

teria
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r opn~ ȳ,d1;L;* !→r opǹ ~ ȳ,L,* !; (12)

as d1→`. The subscript̀ is used to distinguish these infinit
Reynolds number solutions from the finite Reynolds number p
files used in Eq.~7!–Eq. ~9!.

The Transformed Equations. Substituting Eq.~10!–Eq.~12!
into Eq. ~6! and clearing terms yields:

F d

Uso

dU`

dx
1S U`

Uso
D d

Uso

dUso

dx G f op`1F d

Uso

dUso

dx G f op`
2 2F U`

Uso

dd

dx

1
d

Uso

dU`

dx G ȳ f op`8 2Fdd

dx
1

d

Uso

dUso

dx G f op`8 E
0

ȳ

f op`~ ỹ!dỹ

5F Rso

Uso
2 G r op`8 1F d

Uso
2

dRno

dx G r opǹ 2FRno

Uso
2

dd

dxG ȳr opǹ8 (13)

where the term involving2dP` /dx has been cancelled by th
rU`dU` /dx term from Euler’s equation for the external flow.

The Equilibrium Similarity Conditions. For the particular
type of ‘‘equilibrium’’ similarity solutions suggested in Georg
@24#, all the terms in the governing equations must maintain
same relative balance as the flow develops. Theseequilibrium
similarity solutions exist only if all the square bracketed term
have the samex-dependence and are independent of the simila
coordinate,ȳ. Thus, the bracketed terms must remain proportio
to each other as the flow develops; i.e.,

d

Uso

dUso

dx
;

d

Uso

dU`

dx
;S U`

Uso
D d

Uso

dUso

dx
;

dd

dx
;S U`

Uso
D dd

dx

;
Rso

Uso
2 ;

Rno

Uso
2

dd

dx
;

d

Uso
2

dRno

dx
(14)

where ‘;’ means ‘has the samex-dependence as’.
It is clear that~just as for the zero pressure gradient bound

layer!, full similarity ~of the ‘‘equilibrium-type’’! is possible only
if

Uso;U` , (15)

Rso;Uso
2

dd

dx
;U`

2
dd

dx
(16)

and

Rno;U`
2 . (17)

Note that both the Reynolds shear and normal stress scalings
be shown to be consistent with the Reynolds stress equa
themselves~cf. George and Castillo@23#!.

Thus, the outer equations do admit to full similarity solutions
the limit of infinite Reynolds number,and these solutions deter
mine the outer scales. No other choice of scales can produ
profiles~of the assumed form! which are asymptotically indepen
dent of the local Reynolds number, at least unless they reduc
these scales in the limit.

The Pressure Gradient Parameter for Equilibrium Flows.
Besides the similarity conditions for the mean velocity and R
nolds stresses, there exist other constraints. In particular,

dd

dx
;

d

U`

dU`

dx
;

d

rU`
2

dP`

dx
. (18)

It follows from Eq.~18! thatL5const is a necessary condition fo
equilibrium similarity to exist, where the pressure gradient para
eterL is defined as:

L[
d

rU`
2 dd/dx

dP`

dx
5constant, (19)

or equivalently,
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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U`dd/dx

dU`

dx
5constant. (20)

A consequence of this is that forLÞ0, the imposed pressur
gradient, dP` /dx, controls the growth rate of an equilibrium
similarity boundary layer. Eq. 20 can be integrated directly
obtain:

d;U`
21/L , (21)

so there must be a power law relation between the free str
velocity and the boundary layer thickness. Therefore, an equ
rium similarity boundary layer exists only if the experimental da
in log-log plot show a linear relation between the boundary la
thickness~e.g.,d0.99 or d0.95) and the free-stream velocity (U` or
more typicallyUedge). There are virtually no measurements f
which this is not easily tested@25#.

From the perspective of the Castilo/George analysis outli
above, an ‘‘equilibrium’’ boundary layer is one whereL
5constant andd;U`

21/L . Since it is the free stream velocity,U`

~or dP` /dx), which is usually imposed on the boundary layer
external means, this is a restrictive constraint ond. As a conse-
quence it provides a powerful experimental test of the theory,
is most easily demonstrated by the linear relationship betw
log(U`) and log(d). Figure 1, taken from Castillo and George@21#,
shows examples for both favorable~FPG! and adverse~APG!
pressure gradient boundary layers. All of the existing experim
tal data show similar behavior. Thus, by the Castillo/George
terion, it appears that most pressure gradient boundary layer a
equilibrium. In the following section the same test will be appli
to boundary layers with eventual separation and reattachmen

3 Boundary Layers With Eventual Separation
Figure 2 shows the equilibrium condition of log(U`) versus

log(u,d* ,d) for the experimental measurements of Schubauer
Klebanoff @26#, Newman@27#, Ludweig and Tillmann@28#, Sim-
pson et al.@1,2#, Alving and Fernholz@6#, all of which were made
in boundary layers which separated. The linear fit for these m
surements continues to and sometimes even after the separ
point. Note the close correspondence between the slopes o
plots usingd andu, and a correspondence that does not hold
d* for these separating flows.

Unfortunately there is no explicit relation betweenu and d,
although an implicit one can be derived using the moment
integral equation and additional assumptions about the velo
profiles~cf. George and Castillo@23#!. For all the adverse pressur
gradient boundary layers considered~and as will be shown later!,
L'Lu , to within the experimental error, where

Lu[
u

rU`
2 du/dx

dP`

dx
52

u

U`du/dx

dU`

dx
, (22)

and theu is the momentum thickness. Most importantly, for all th
boundary layers considered,Lu also appears to be a single co
stant. Thus, at least for these boundary layers, the additional s
empirical relation,

u;U`
21/Lu, (23)

is at least approximately valid. Clearly this is satisfied for the AP
data of Fig. 2.

Table 1 lists all the linear fit results of Fig. 2. It is clear th
there is a good linear relationship between the log(U`) and both
log(u) and log(d), exactly like the APG boundary layers which di
not separate. Thus, even though the boundary layer approa
separation, the outer flow apparently tends to remain in equ
rium similarity, and its state can be characterized by eitherL or
Lu , at least until the boundary layer equations themselves br
down. This is important, since thetheorydepends only ond, and
u can only be inferred from the momentum integral~cf. George
and Castillo@23#!. Note that the average valueL50.23 is slightly
MAY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 299
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higher than the value of 0.22 for equilibrium adverse press
gradient boundary layer suggested by Castillo and George@21#,
and slightly higher than the average of theLu values.

Figure 3, shows the same experimental data of Fig. 2. but n
characterized with the single average value ofLu50.21. Clearly,
all the measurements with eventual separation can also be ch
terized by a single value. If the constancy of this value was n
surprise before, its applicability to these boundary layers certa
is.

4 The Integral Momentum Equation and the Separa-
tion Criterion

The integral boundary layer equation can be written as

Cf

2
5

du

dx
2~21H !

u

rU`
2

dP`

dx
. (24)

This can be rewritten using the definition for the pressure par
eterLu as:

Fig. 1 Top : Plots of U` versus d99 for APG data. Bottom :
Plots of U` versus d99 for FPG data. Both plots are normalized
with U` i and u i for first measured location. The data have been
normalized by the free stream velocity and the momentum
thickness at the most upstream position.
300 Õ Vol. 126, MAY 2004
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Cf

2
5

du

dx
@12~21H !Lu#. (25)

Using the definition for separation by Simpson@2#, the mean shear
stressCf50 but du/dxÞ0 at the same point. Then the abov
integral boundary layer equationat separationreduces to,

Hsep5
1

Lu
22. (26)

This form of the integral equation would be of little use if it wa
not for the fact that the log-log plots show that the equilibriu
similarity theory appears to describe the outer boundary layer
most and perhaps beyond separation with a constant valueLu
>0.2160.01. It follows immediately that the value of the sha
factor at separation is given byHsep>2.7660.23. This is an
amazingly simple result, and is determined entirely by the eq
librium similarity of the outer boundary layer, with no assump
tions at all about the inner part.

Table 2 shows the shape factor at separation from various
periments cited previously, along with the present similar
analysis results for shape factor. The experimental values
those provided by the original authors even though the method
determination varied. Notice that the experimental data stud
here include the classical experimental data of Schubauer
Klebanoff@26#, Newman@27#, and Ludweig and Tillmann@28#, in
which they use hot-wire as a measurement tool. Because of d
tional insensitivity of hot-wire, they could not give an exact d
scription of separation location in the flow. Therefore, only t
last measured position is shown here, which could be regarde
the intermittent separation point. Simpson@2,1# used an LDA
measured the velocity profile in the separation region, and
intermittent detachment region was interpolated from the exp
mental data. Alving and Fernholz@6# used an asymmetric bound
ary layer flow with eventual separation and reattachment reg
and a pulse-wire to measure the back flow.

Comparing the experimental result with the current result,
new result is remarkably successful, especially given the un
tainty of the data, both forLu and the value ofH at separation. In
addition, notice that we are seeking the shape factor at the s
ration position. However, this result seems to describe the I
position for the some of classical experiments. For the relativ
new experiments, this value proves very successful.

It should be noted that the value ofLu50.21 is a composite
value obtained by regression fits to many data sets as show
Table 2 and Fig. 3. The success of this value is illustrated
figures in this paper. The individual estimates, however, varied
as much as60.01 from the composite value. Thus, the individu
estimates ofHsep could also vary as 2.5,Hsep,3.0. This is a
large range indeed, and certainly spans the range of the ex
mental values in the table. Clearly, there is a demand for n
experiments to determine whether the values ofLu andHsep are
universal, or whether the differences are real.

The proposed theoretical value is very close to some of
previous empirical results discussed earlier.

• First, the proposed shape factor is consistent with the resul
Sandborn and Kline@13#, Eq. 3, which shows that the incipien
separation occurs whend* /dsep50.43 andHsep52.7. Working
backwards, the uncertainty range ofH from the present theory
using the data cited above suggests thatd* /d at separation should
be in the range of 0.33<d* /d<0.5. The relation between th
present theory and the Sandborn/Kline correlation can best
by plotting H versusd* /d as shown in Fig. 4. The vertical line
show the range of the Sandborn/Kline values, the horizontal li
the uncertainty range ofH from the present theory. The top plot i
Fig. 4. shows all the equilibrium turbulent boundary layers w
very strong adverse pressure gradient,@26,29,30,31,32#, but with-
out separation. It is obvious that all of these measurements
below the separation zone. The bottom plot in Fig. 4. shows all
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 2 Equilibrium boundary layers with eventual separation: log-log plots of U`

versus u, d* and d.
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experiments with separation. The separated or intermittent s
ration positions have been circled. It is clear that most of th
points fall into the separation region, which is remarkable cons
ering the difficulty of the actual measurement. Therefore, Fig
provides a useful picture to describe the separation zone, and
phasizes that separation in the turbulent boundary layer is per
a process instead of a single event~as indicated by Simpson@2#!.
• Second, this result agrees with Kline et al.@3# one-parameter
correlation prediction. The shape factor at the intermittent deta

Table 1 The pressure parameter for turbulent boundary layers
with separation

Experiments~separation! Lu L Ld1

Newman@27# 0.223 0.228 0.212
Ludweig & Tillmann @28# 0.194 0.213* 0.171
Alving & Fernholz @6# 0.212 0.226 0.219
Simpson et al.@2# 0.214 0.222 0.137
Simpson et al.@1# 0.212 0.251 —
Schubauer & Klebanoff@26# 0.213 0.257* 0.174
R.M.S. 0.2160.01 0.2360.02 0.1960.03

*d95 is used instead ofd99
ineering

.16.58.117. Redistribution subject to ASME li
pa-
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id-
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ment is shown to be 2.7. Notice that the intermittent detachm
here refers togw55%220% instead ofgw520% by Simpson
et al. @2#.
• Third, this investigations is also in agreement with the rec
study by Sajben and Liao@14#. They assumed that the normalize
specific momentum defect reaches a maximum value at det
ment position, which experimentally corresponds to ITD withH
52.7.
• Forth, this result is consistent with the latest experimental d
for separation by Alving and Fernholz@6#. Using a pulse-wire as
the measurement tool, a shape factor of 2.78 is found at the s
ration position. Also this result is within the range of 2.8560.1
reported by the Dengel and Fernholz@5#.

Finally, in addition to the experimental evidence cited abo
there are a number of indirect inferences which can be made f
industrial practice and from laboratory experiments in which
boundary layers did not separate. For example, one common
sign criterion for industrial turbine designers to avoid separat
on compressor blades is tonot allow the shape factor to excee
2.5 ~Håll @29#. Another example is the recent experiment of E
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Fig. 3 Equilibrium boundary layers with eventual separation: log-log plots of U`

versus d and u.
h

a

ilib-
res-

by
e-
berry et al.@22# that created an equilibrium boundary layer on t
verge of separation, but found it necessary to keep the shape
tor below 2.6.

5 Summary and Conclusions
Using the RANS equations and similarity analysis, it w

shown that:
2004

9.16.58.117. Redistribution subject to ASME li
e
fac-

s

• The outer part of separating boundary layers are also equ
rium similarity boundary layers characterized by a constant p
sure parameters.
• The pressure parameterLu is nearly same for all the APG flows
with eventual separation; in particular,Lu50.2160.01.
• It is possible to characterize boundary layers at separation
Hsep52.7660.23. This value of shape factor is in close agre
ire
Table 2 The values for the shape factor H

Experiment Lu Hsep H5
1

Lu
22 Position Boundary layer description

Schubauer & Klebanoff@13# 0.21 2.84 2.76 the last point airfoil type flow-hot-wire
Newman@27# 0.22 2.46 2.55 the last point airfoil type flow-hot-wire
Ludwieg & Tillmann @28# 0.19 2.04 3.26 the last point diverging channel flow-hot-w
Simpson et al.@1# 0.21 2.62 2.76 ITD airfoil type flow-LDA
Simpson et al.@2# 0.21 2.97 2.76 ITD airfoil type flow-LDA
Alving & Fernholz @6# 0.21 2.78 2.76 Detachment asymmetric flow-Pulse-wire
Transactions of the ASME
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ment with the ITD position for the experimental data studied he
This result also agrees with other investigations for the ITD po
tion.

In conclusion, it appears that even separating boundary la
have a tendency to remain in an equilibrium similarity state,
least the outer part of the boundary layer. These equilibri
boundary layers are characterized by a constant pressure pa
eterLu50.21. Nonetheless, although a correlation for separa
has been establishedif it occurs, the important task of explaining
why it happens andhow it can be predicted remains. Perha
equilibrium similarity considerations will ultimately provide thi
insight as well.
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Fig. 4 Top : H and d* Õd correlation for equilibrium APG
flows. bottom : H and d* Õd correlation for strong APG flows
with separation.
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Nomenclature

H 5 shape factor
Hsep 5 shape factor at separation
Rso 5 outer Reynolds stress scale

Usep 5 velocity at separation
Uso 5 unknown outer velocity scale
U` 5 free stream velocity

U`2U 5 velocity deficit
u* 5 friction velocity, u

*
2 5tw /r

L 5 pressure parameter, (d/rU`
2 dd/dx)(dP` /dx)

d 5 boundary layer thickness,d99
u 5 momentum thickness,*0

`(U/U`)(12U/U`)dy
Ld

* 5 pressure parameter, (d* /rU`
2 dd* /dx)(dP` /dx)

Lu 5 pressure parameter, (u/rU`
2 du/dx)(dP` /dx)

d* 5 displacement thickness,*0
`(12U/U`)dy

u i 5 momentum thickness at first measured position
* 5 ~unknown! dependence on upstream conditions
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